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For a bibliophile, there's no greater pleasure than sharing beloved books, but no crueler pain than
losing them for goodâ€”until the Knock Knock Personal Library Kit! Revive old-fashioned library
circulation techniques for fun and book retention with our classic bestseller! The perfect gift for the
generous reader Even better looking 6 x 7.5 x 1.25 inches; 20 self-adhesive pockets and checkout
cards; date stamp and inkpad; pencil
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The Knock Knock Personal Library Kit was a huge hit with our eight year old twin granddaughters,
who immediately took care of as many books as they could! They loved the concept, and I love the
fact that it's teaching them to share their books rather than fight over who has the rights to which
book! One problem I noticed later: the extra library cards I had ordered are too big for the pockets,
and require folding. So, unless you want to trim a bunch of cards, think twice before ordering the
extras, which are not a match.

i bought my first 'personal library kit' many years ago, and am so pleased knock knock continues to
produce this product!not only is this kit great for keeping track of books you loan out, but i also love
to put one of the pockets and cards into books that i gift to people. i like to stamp the date i gave

them the book as the first place on the card. i think it adds a wonderful touch to any book.the
original sets came with a red stamp pad, which i preferred to the black, however both were/are
decent and functional.the adhesive of the pockets is strong and i've not seen (nor heard of) one
coming loose. i've never tried to remove one from a book, so i don't know how difficult that might
be.for any fan of nostalgia, books, or a combination of the two, this quality set is highly
recommended!

I LOVE the Knock Knock Personal Library Kit. I was so sad when my local library went digital,
printing out receipts. It's not the same. But I saw this kit and I soared! I use my pockets in the front
cover of each one of my books and I stamp the date I received the book. I love using them with my
Penguin Classic Hardcover books. Those are beautiful and with these personal library cards, I am
taken back to those sweet days when you would go to the library and find that perfect book to take
home with you and the librarian would open the book and stamp that card and you would be forever
engrained in the history of this book. Nostalgic, anyone?I have no complaints. I keep everything
tucked neatly into the box it came in. There is a little plastic cover that slips in to cover and
everything stays put pretty well. The nostalgic detail in the cards and the space to write "From the
Library of" is a nice touch. The only thing I could think of is that maybe some variety in colors for the
pockets would be nice. The orange/coral color against the creme is fine though.Conclusion: Well
worth the buy. As the product feature states, "Channel your inner librarian". Once my stamp pad
runs dry or the stamp runs past the date, I will definitely repurchase the kit. For anyone who loves
librarys and books, they will definitely adore this product.

I purchased this as a gift for a friend who is a librarian. Nicely packaged for gift-giving. A cute/novel
gift idea.

This is a great little set that is fun and has a purpose. If you have a library, there are probably more
efficient ways to manage it, but this is quirky and fun. Good product and it shipped quickly.

My husband loves this. The only thing that bothered me was that the pencil eraser had come off
while in the packaging. It's just a pencil, but still... Overall, great product.

Length: 4:32 Mins

I really love this! I wanted a way to make our sharable library more like a library. We have a lot of
books thatwe give out that we do want to see back. Our small group gets bigger every day and
sometimes it is hard tokeep up with all of the books we lend out. When I was looking up ways to
keep track of books I did some researchonline and some folks suggested library cards. That lead
me to this.This is not only super easy to get you started it is reminiscent of the days when I went to
the library as a kid. Thecards and card holders and even the stamp make it fun. It is also great when
everyone is checking out, they are smilingbecause they are thinking the same thing. It is just great.I
was not sure about using the sticky part because I was worried about damaging the books but it
occurred to methat the books were going to people all the time and they were eventually going to
show the wear and tear so itwas okay. I look forward to getting more.

These are exactly how they look in the picture. The packaging is adorable and durable enough to
store the product in. I am using these for our book themed wedding. They will have the ceremony
program typed on them and handed out in the book envelope included with a book mark. It all fits so
neat and tidy in the provided card holder envelope.
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